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A two-fluid, two-dimensional model of the supersonic plasma flow in a divergent magnetic nozzle is extended to include different thermodynamic behaviors for electrons and
ions. The effects of electron cooling under a polytropic law are studied, showing that the
earlier hypersonic jet associated with cooling results in a lower beam divergence and facilitates plasma detachment. Ion thermal energy is converted to directed kinetic energy
by the gasdynamic acceleration mechanism without the mediation of an ambipolar electric
field, and alters the electric response of the plasma. Further work to include anisotropic
and kinetic effects is outlined.

I.

Introduction

A magnetic nozzle (MN) is an applied convergent-divergent magnetic field capable of guiding the expansion of an energetic plasma jet and accelerating it supersonically into vacuum. The contactless operation
of MNs avoids the detrimental durability and efficiency issues associated to plasma-wall interactions, and
provides a superior control over the expansion. These qualities make them an interesting device to produce
thrust in space. Currently, several advanced plasma thrusters, including the Helicon Plasma Thruster1–4
(HPT), the Electron Cyclotron Resonance Thruster5 (ECRT), the Applied-Field MagnetoPlasmaDynamic
thruster6–8 (AF-MPD), and the VASIMR,9 employ a MN as their main acceleration stage.
In a MN, the internal energy of the plasma is transformed into directed kinetic energy, much like in
the case of a neutral gas in a traditional, solid de Laval nozzle. Therefore, all plasma thrusters operating
on a MN are, in essence, thermal rockets: this means that specific impulse is roughly proportional to the
square rootpof the temperature to which the plasma is heated inside the plasma source over the ion mass,
i.e., Isp ∝ T /mi , requiring very large temperatures (tens to hundreds of eV) to achieve competitive Isp
with usual propellants like Argon or Xenon. Notwithstanding, MNs (and the plasma thrusters relying on
them) constitute an attractive propulsive technology thanks to their higher thrust-to-power ratio, simplicity,
robustness, versatility, and presumed long useful life. As an example, consider the HPT, which consists merely
of a quartz tube wrapped by a helicon antenna, into which the propellant is injected, a RF power source, and
a few solenoids or permanent magnets that create the necessary magnetic field;10 it can in principle be fed
with multiple gases; and has no naked electrodes (which are the critical life limiting element in traditional
plasma thrusters). Additionally, MNs bring up the interesting possibility of an enhanced ‘throttleability’,
i.e., the ability of adapting in-flight the specific impulse and thrust of the device by modifying the massflow,
applied power, and the intensity and geometry of the magnetic field.
In contrast to a solid nozzle, which has a physical wall on where the propellant exerts a pressure force to
produce thrust, the more complex physics of a plasma flowing in a MN give rise to a variety of acceleration
mechanisms, not present in a solid nozzle, which involve (i ) azimuthal, diamagnetic electric currents in the
plasma and the magnetic force on them, (ii ) the development of an ambipolar electric field that transforms
electron energy into ion energy, (iii ) the possible formation of electric double layers within the plasma flow,
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(iv ) the plasma-induced magnetic field, and (v ) the form in which the internal energy is stored in the plasma
(i.e., the particularities of the energy distribution function of each species). Additionally, the closed nature
of the magnetic lines, opposed to the finite length of a solid nozzle, raises the question of efficient plasma
detachment from the field to form a free plume downstream (an issue not present in ground applications of
MNs such as advanced plasma treatments of material surfaces). Without proper detachment, the plasma
would instead turn back along the magnetic streamlines, ruining thrust and endangering the spacecraft.
Current understanding of MN physical phenomena is limited to the few existing experiments, normally
linked to particular plasma thruster prototypes, and models of the plasma flow in the magnetic field. As
relevant examples, the experiments of Andersen et al.,11 Kuriki et al.,12 York et al.13 and Inutake et al.14
demonstrate the basic operation of the MN, including the supersonic acceleration of the ion flow, and the
existence of the ambipolar acceleration mechanism. These developments where accompanied by several
theoretical developments, mainly based on simple 1D models, 2D models or single-particle models, such
as those of Kosmahl,15 Chubb,16 Gerwin et al.,17 Sercel18 and Mikellides et al.19 Some of these models,
however, rely upon two assumptions which have proven to be inadequate for the study of MNs: first, the
use of a basic Ohm’s law that ignores Hall and pressure terms completely (to first order, the difference
between these two terms governs the development of the electric field), and second, the imposition of strong
current ambipolarity (that is, ions and electrons are forced to expand identically, forbidding any internal
separation of the two flows). Aiming to overcome these shortcomings, Ahedo and Merino20 formulated a
two-dimensional, two-fluid model that was then used to illustrate the main acceleration mechanisms in a
hot-electron cold-ion plasma, and showed that the thrust generated by the MN is the magnetic reaction force
caused by the diamagnetic plasma currents on the MN generator. The diamagnetic nature of the plasma
currents was observed by Roberson et al.,21 and the magnetic character of thrust was later confirmed by
Takahashi et al.22 In a comprehensive report, Gerwin23 investigates the role of anomalous resistivity and
plasma instabilities in MNs based on a 1D model, and proposes the application of extra magnetic coils further
downstream to better control the plasma flow and improve plasma detachment.
In the last two decades, much of the MN-related work has focused on the study of plasma detachment.
Experiments by Cox et al.,24 Deline et al.,25 Terasaka et al.,26 Squire et al.,27 and Takahashi et al.28 all show
that detachment begins to take place, to some extent, in the near-region (i.e., up to a few plasma radii away
from the thruster exit). Notwithstanding, a successful explanation of this phenomenon remains to be found:
models by Moses et al.,29 Hooper30 and Arefiev et al.31 propose different separation mechanisms, based on
different types of MHD cold-plasma models; these mechanisms, however, have been shown to be inadequate
for a propulsive MN,32, 33 where the cold-plasma assumption is incompatible with the thermal-nature of these
devices. Moreover, a complete theory that robustly includes plasma detachment in the far-region (once most
acceleration has taken place and magnetic lines start to turn around) and a downstream closure of the plasma
expansion is still lacking. The reason for this lays in the formidable difficulties involved in studying the farregion plume, both with experiments, where vacuum requirements to avoid plasma-ambient interaction are
too high for laboratory tests and very large chambers are needed, and in the modeling/simulation realm,
where phenomena like demagnetization, resistivity, population anisotropization, thermodynamic behavior
of each species, interaction with an ambient plasma or an external magnetic field, and non-neutral effects
associated to the very low densities are no longer negligible and have to be considered. A preliminary analysis34 without these effects shows that the massive ions, which become non-magnetized soon after entering
the divergent MN, do not follow magnetic lines but instead separate inward from the field, even if electrons
remain fully-magnetized (except at the plasma edge, where quasineutrality might pull a negligible fraction
of the ion flow along with the electrons). This behavior explains the experimental observations24–26, 28 of
ion flux tube separation, and follows from the fact that ion momentum increases along the nozzle, while the
magnitude of the electric and magnetic forces that try to deflect them outward decreases downstream.
One of the aspects of the expansion that is determinant in the far-region is the rate at which electron
cooling takes place. Experimental measurements14, 25 suggest that electron temperature varies only slowly
along the near-region, with an ‘effective’ polytropic exponent between 1 (fully isothermal model) and 1.2.
Raadu,35 on the other hand, predicts an adiabatic cooling of the electrons with a 1D self-similar expansion
model, acknowledging that some rethermalization process must exist to explain the near-constant observed
temperatures. Following a different approach, Arefiev et al.36 describe the cooling process in transient plasma
expansions as the adiabatic reflection of electrons on a rarefaction wave on the plasma front; this explanation,
however, seems unsatisfactory for the steady-state, where this moving barrier has reached infinity. At any
rate, cooling in the collisionless electron expansion is a non-trivial process, likely involving complex heat
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fluxes, potential barriers, and anisotropization37, 38 Additionally, anomalous electron thermodynamics could
also explain certain flow structures like weak electric double layers,39–41 which have been observed in some
HPT prototypes.42
Another aspect of interest is the distinct roles of electron and ion temperatures, Te and Ti , in the expansion. While measurements indicate that in many cases Ti  Te , such as in HTPs or ECRTs (and to some
extent AF-MPDs too), and therefore many of the existing plasma/MN models disregard ion temperature,
this is not the case in other devices such as the VASIMR, where the ion-cyclotron resonance heater deposits
most of the applied power directly into ions. Whereas the expansion in the former examples is driven by
electron thermal energy (giving rise to the ambipolar acceleration mechanism), it is driven by ion thermal
energy in the latter.
In this Paper we perform a first assessment of the effects of electron cooling and ion temperature in the
plasma acceleration and plume formation, without inquiring on the physical mechanisms responsible for that
cooling (which will be object of future research) or the details of the ion heating process. To this end, our
2D plasma/MN model20 is extended to treat both the electrons and ions as a hot polytropic species, which
can be regarded as an ‘effective’ cooling law. The results will then be compared against the fully isothermal
electron and cold ion plasma jet with zero cooling, analyzing the differences found in the behavior of plasma
forces, ambipolar electric field, and overall efficiencies. In the absence of a model of the anisotropization
of the magnetized electrons or ions, in this preliminary stage we will assume that both populations remain
close to Maxwellian as they expand downstream.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next Section briefly introduces the extended model with
polytropic electrons and non-zero ion temperature. Electron cooling effects are investigated in Section III.
The role of ion temperature is discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions of this analysis and an outlook
into the next steps to understand the thermodynamics of a plasma in a MN are presented in Section V.

II.

Extended plasma/MN model

A full derivation of the axisymmetric, two-fluid plasma/MN model can be found in Ref. 20; hence, here
only a summary is given to facilitate the comprehension of the rest of the paper, and focus is placed on the
extension to include electron and ion thermodynamics.
The plasma is assumed collisionless, quasineutral, and globally-current-free. Electrons have negligible
inertia and are fully-magnetized, meaning that electron streamtubes are magnetic streamtubes, whereas ions
can have any magnetization degree. In this first step towards modeling the evolution of the distribution
functions, as a rough approximation both species are considered isotropic and Maxwellian. Under these
assumptions, the plasma responds to following equations:
∇ · (nui ) = 0

(1)

∇ · (nue ) = 0,

(2)

mi (ui · ∇) ui = −∇(nTi )/n − e∇φ + eui × B,
0 = −∇(nTe )/n + e∇φ − euθe B1⊥ ,

(3)
(4)

where most symbols are conventional, and 1⊥ is a unit vector perpendicular to the magnetic field (so that
1k , 1⊥ , 1θ constitutes a local orthonormal reference system). In the following, the induced magnetic field
that the plasma generates is neglected, assuming a low plasma β (although it can be included easily with
an iterative approach43 ), keeping only the applied magnetic field, which satisfies rB = ∇ψ × 1θ , with ψ the
magnetic streamfunction.
Next, we need a model for Ti , Te . In the case of electrons, we will assume that they follow a polytropic
expansion law,
Te = Ce nγe −1 ,
(5)
along each magnetic line, where γe is an effective specific heat ratio exponent, and Ce = Te (0, r)/[n(0, r)]γe −1
a constant defined by the upstream conditions of that line. Observe that, due to the lack of collisions and
the strong magnetization of electrons, Ce is in principle different for each magnetic line, i.e., Ce = Ce (ψ).
Ions, on the other hand, are only marginally magnetized in the envisaged applications. This means that
cross-field thermal mixing takes place more easily for ions than for electrons, suggesting the choice of a simple
polytropic model for the whole population,
Ti = Ci nγi −1 ,
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(6)

with Ci = Ti0 /nγ0i −1 given by the values at the origin of coordinates (the central point of the MN throat).
The above model for electrons and ions allows for a convenient mathematical simplification of the equations. First, note that an ion barotropy function exists,
hi =

γi
Ti
γi − 1

(7)

that satisfies dhi = d(nTi )/n (or hi = Ti0 ln(n/n0 ) in the isothermal limit γi = 1). Then, combining both
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) to eliminate the electric field, the equation for ions becomes
mi (ui · ∇) ui = −∇(nTe + nTi )/n + eui × B − euθe B1⊥ ,

(8)

so that Eq. (8) is analogous to the momentum equation for cold ions, when the ‘total’ temperature T = Te +Ti
is used. Multiplying Eq. (3) by ui and integrating yields the ion energy equation,
Z
d(nTe + nTi )
u2
u2
= mi i + eφ + hi = Hi (ψi ),
(9)
mi i +
2
n
2
where Hi is a constant on each ion streamtube, labeled by ψi .
Examination of these expressions shows that the effective ion sound velocity is given by
c2s =

γe Te + γi Ti
,
mi

(10)


which can be used to define the longitudinal ion Mach number M , given by M 2 = u2zi + u2ri /c2s .
Lastly, electron momentum equations can be expressed as the projections of Eq. (4) along 1k and 1⊥ ,
which yield, respectively,
γe
nγe −1 − eφ,
γe − 1
dCe γe −1 dHe
=
n
−
.
dψ
dψ

He (ψ) = Ce (ψ)
euθe
r

(11)
(12)

Observe that the term nγe −1 /(γe − 1) becomes ln(n/n0 ) in the isothermal electron limit, γe → 1 (save for
an additive constant).
Given sufficient upstream conditions, Eq. (11) provides a relation between n and φ, required to solve
Eqs. (1) and (3). As the ion flow is sonically chocked at the nozzle throat, the ion flow in the divergent
MN is supersonic and constitutes an hyperbolic problem susceptible of integration with the method of
characteristics. Likewise, Eq. (12) can be used to calculate the Hall velocity uθe . Parallelly or afterward,
Eq. (2) yields uke (after imposing u⊥e = 0). Observe that uθe /r is constant along magnetic streamtubes
(isorotation) only when dCe /dψ = 0; otherwise, the first term in the right hand side of Eq. (12) adds a
contribution to uθe /r, which decreases to zero as n → 0 downstream, where euθe /r → −dHe /dψ.

III.

Effects of electron cooling

Equation (11) condenses the effect of electron streamline thermodynamics on the behavior of the ambipolar electric potential, φ, from where various aspects can be already inferred. To focus the discusion on the
effects of electron cooling, in this section two simulations with plasma conditions n(0, r) = n0 , Ce (0, r) = Ce0 ,
φ(0, r) = 0, uθi (0, r) = 0 and Ci = 0 will be used, with two different values of γe : 1.2 (moderate cooling
rate) and 1 (isothermal electrons). The MN geometry is given by a single current loop located at z = 0,
r = 3.5R, where
√ R is the radius of the plasma jet at the throat, and the magnitude of the magnetic field is
fixed at eBR/ mi Te0 = 0.1 (ions essentially unmagnetized).
First, as plotted in Fig. 1, the polytropic cooling law considered here reproduces the existence of an
asymptotic value of the potential on each magnetic tube,
eφ → eφ∞ = −

γe
Te0 , as (n, Te ) → 0,
γe − 1

(13)

with Te0 the value at the throat. Such a bounded potential is an expected feature of the expansion, in
contrast to the unphysical behavior in an isothermal model where φ continues to decrease logarithmically to
infinity.
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Figure 1. Ambipolar electric potential φ as a function of plasma density n, for different values of γe .

As√expected, the ion Mach number M increases at a faster rate than in the isothermal plasma, since
cs ∝ Te (Fig. 2). The higher Mach number is more√marked at the plasma edge, where the isothermal
plasma reaches only half that value. In contrast, ui ∝ −φ is lower when plasma cooling takes place than
in the isothermal model. Interestingly, the difference in velocity magnitude between jet edge and axis is also
reduced, and in the present simulations, where φ∞ is the same for all magnetic lines, must asymptotically
vanish. The higher Mach numbers mean that the plasma becomes hypersonic at an earlier stage, and pressure
and electric forces become negligible much sooner, thus affecting the development of the plume in the far
region. As the forces that deflect ions radially outward are lower compared to ion inertia, this in turn leads
to a less divergent plasma plume (i.e., a more collimated jet).
8
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Figure 2. Plasma Mach number (thick lines) and ion velocity ui (thin lines) along the MN q
axis (r = 0) and
plasma edge (RB ) for γe = 1.2. The asymptotic ion velocity for a complete expansion, ui∞ = −2φ∞ /mi + u2i0
p
is shown as a dashed line. Ion velocities are non-dimensionalized with Te0 /mi (not the sonic velocity).

The lower divergence of ion streamlines can be observed in Fig. 3, compared to the γe = 1 (isothermal)
case. This increased inward ion separation from magnetic streamlines leads to a larger radial density gradient
and an enhanced plume divergence efficiency ηplume (shown in Fig. 4), defined as the ratio of axial to total
ion kinetic power at a given z = const section.20
In relation to this, plasma cooling facilitates plasma detachment. To justify this statement, observe that
ion detachment from the MN is guaranteed as soon as they become unmagnetized (which occurs soon after
the MN throat in practical devices) and hypersonic,34 since magnetic, electric, and pressure forces on them
decrease while their inertia increases, meaning that eventually no further outward deflection can occur and
their trajectories will approach a straight line, i.e., most ions do not turn around, even if electrons remain
magnetized. As ions carry the plasma mass flow, their detachment ensures the ejection of the propellant
mass as required for propulsion. This of course gives rise to longitudinal electric currents, which need to
find a closure outside of the present model, both upstream (inside the plasma source) and downstream (once
electrons demagnetize, too). The electron flux on each magnetic tube, uncoupled from the ion flux (except to
ensure the global current-free condition of the jet), is expected to adapt to minimize the longitudinal electric
currents. Notice nonetheless that ion inward separation is a robust feature of the MN flow, essentially
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Figure 3. Plasma density (background map) for γe = 1.2 (left) and γe = 1 (right), with the ion streamtubes
(solid) and the corresponding magnetic/electron streamtubes (dashed).

unaffected by the presence and closure of these currents.
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Figure 4. Plume divergence efficiency ηplume = Piz /Pi (ratio of axial to total ion power) for γe = 1.2 (thick line)
and 1 (thin line).

Lastly, the existence of an asymptotic value of the electric potential helps to find a clean closure for the
energy balance in the plasma plume. In essence, electron cooling at a different rate than the adiabatic one,
γe = 5/3, is sustained by an electron heat flux qke coming from the plasma source that keeps up the electron
temperature up as they expand; i.e., if the electrons cool down as Te ∝ nγe −1 instead of cooling down as
Te ∝ n2/3 , the excess power needed to replenish their internal energy is provided by −∂qke /∂1k . Assuming
that the plasma completes the expansion within the region of validity of the model, and that qke = 0 there
(i.e., when φ = φ∞ ), we can estimate qke at the MN throat from the energy equation. For the sake of
illustration, integrating between the throat and the asymptotic expansion state in the example simulations
yields (observe that more complex initial conditions with Ce (ψ) 6= const will complicate this analysis)
 2

 2

ui0
5 Te0
ui0
γe Te0 /mi
Pbeam = ṁi
+
+ Qe (0) = ṁi
+
(14)
2
2 mi
2
γe − 1
where Qe (z) is the integrated electron heat flux at section z. This equation provides the total power of the
beam, Pbeam , flowing out of the plasma source, which is required to compute the efficiency of the plasma
thruster as a whole.44 The total electron heat flux at the throat,


3 ṁi Te0 5/3 − γe
Qe (0) =
,
(15)
2 mi
γe − 1
has been plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of γe , stressing the need to have an accurate electron cooling model
(alternatively, an “effective” cooling exponent γe ) to calculate the efficiency of the device. Experimental
evidence14, 25 seems to suggest that γe < 5/3, closer to the isothermal than to the adiabatic limit (at least in
the near MN region), so that Qe (0) is expected to be non-zero. Observe however that a ‘complete expansion’
state does not exist in the isothermal model, which nonphysically leads to infinite values of qke .
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Figure 5. Non-dimensional electron heat flux at the nozzle throat flowing out of the plasma source as a function
of γe .

IV.

Influence of ion thermal energy

Both ion and electron thermal energy can be transformed into directed axial ion energy in the MN: in
essence, the perpendicular energy of each charged particle is converted into parallel energy thanks to the
inverse magnetic mirror effect. Notwithstanding, the macroscopic role of each species thermal energy is
different. Electron thermal energy, on the one hand, causes electrons to expand and to create an ambipolar
electric field that pulls ions downstream.20 In this way, the internal electric field −∇φ acts as the intermediary
for the plasma energy conversion. On the other hand, ion thermal energy is responsible for the direct
gasdynamic acceleration mechanism, which takes place without the mediation of the electric field.
In an actual plasma thruster, thermal energy is divided between ions and electrons, although usually
not evenly. This means that both acceleration mechanisms, ambipolar and gasdynamic, will coexist; the
relevance of each of them depends on the fraction of thermal energy carried by each species, measured by
the parameter Ti0 /Te0 . In some devices like the HPT, Ti0 /Te0  1, suggesting that ion temperature can be
safely neglected on a first analysis. On the contrary, the operation of other thrusters under development,
such as the VASIMR, which incorporates an ion cyclotron resonance heater to increase the energy of the
plasma after ionization in the source, deposit most of the energy on the ions, which can reach values of
Ti0 /Te0 = O(1)–O(10). The dominant part of the ion internal energy in this case is collimated in the
perpendicular direction in the gyromotion of ions, which have a marked non-isotropic distribution.
The ambipolar and gasdynamic acceleration mechanisms are compared in Fig. 6 for Ti0 /Te0 = 5, γi = 5/3,
γe = 1, and an initially uniform plasma profile with n = n0 and uθi = 0 at the throat. This example intends
to illustrate a possible scenario in which ion temperature evolves nearly adiabatically, while electrons are
close to isothermal; the inclusion of ion internal energy in this way is a simple, preliminary approach to the
study of more complex ion populations, such as in the aforementioned VASIMR. Clearly, in this case, due
to the different cooling rates of each species, the weight of the gasdynamic mechanism is largest near the
MN throat, where Ti is high, accounting for nearly five sixths of the total acceleration. As the expansion
proceeds downstream, however, the ion population cools down faster than the electrons, and the gasdynamic
mechanism loses importance in favor for the ambipolar one. This is observed in the lower fraction of the total
acceleration caused by ion thermal energy. Eventually, ions must cool down and the residual acceleration is
caused only by the ambipolar electric field set up by the electrons.
Dominant ion thermal energy in the model also poses several questions on how the perpendicular confinement of that energy by the MN takes place. This can be better understood by analyzing the radial
plasma balance at the MN throat. In the case of magnetized electrons, they are effectively confined by the
magnetic field: the gyration of each electron about its magnetic line adds up to give rise to the azimuthal
diamagnetic drift, which sets up a radial force balance at the throat: ∂p/∂r ≡ −enuθe,diam B. In contrast,
heavier ions are typically unmagnetized, meaning that we cannot count on magnetic forces to control the
perpendicular expansion of the ion population. Indeed, the expected scenario is that ions are confined by a
radial electric field −∂φ/∂r = ∂pi /∂r set up by the electrons as the ions pull outward, while the ion azimuthal
velocity remains negligibly low. This, in turn, increases the demand on electron azimuthal velocity, which
must now confine themselves and the ions too, and an additional drift uθe,E×B ≡ −(∂φ/∂r)/B occurs. The
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Figure 6. Fraction of the total ion kinetic energy gain, mi (u2i − u2i0 )/2, afforded by the ion thermal energy,
giving rise to the direct gasdynamic acceleration mechanism.

summation of both drifts, uθe,diam and uθe,E×B , gives the total electron azimuthal velocity at the throat,
uθe , for the plasma force balance there. In an initially non-uniform plasma profile, uθe exists as a function
of ∂(pe + pi )/∂r; in an initially uniform plasma, however, all the gradients (and the uθe ) concentrate in a
thin layer at the jet edge,20 of a thickness in the order of O(`e ), the electron Larmor radius.
This means that the map of the electric field in the divergent MN depends on the ion thermal energy too,
and in particular, is affected by the Ti /Te ratio. To illustrate this effect, Fig. 7 presents, for different values
of Ti0 /Te0 , the electric potential for the plasma jet with an initially non-uniform profile with n = J0 (a0 r/R)
and uθi = 0, where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, and a0 is its first zero. For
simplicity, both ions and electrons have been considered isothermal here. As it can be seen in the curvature
of the isopotential lines in Fig. 7, the ambipolar electric potential decreases monotonically downstream and
outward only when Ti0 /Te0 = 0; in any other situations, −∂φ/∂r points inward initially, in the neighborhood
of the throat, to confine the radial expansion of ions, and later downstream −∂φ/∂r points outward again.
As Ti0 /Te0 is increased, this effect becomes stronger, extending further downstream, and the potential jump
experimented by the plasma (normalized with the ‘total’ temperature T = Ti + Te ) decreases.
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Figure 7. Electric potential φ for Ti0 /Te0 = 0, 1 and 2, for an initially non uniform plasma jet. The electric
potential has been normalized with the ‘total’ temperature T = Te + Ti . Solid lines represent isopotential
surfaces in the plasma, spaced in increments of e∆φ/T = 1.

V.

Conclusion and future work

In the present paper we have extended our 2D plasma/MN model20 to include simple thermodynamic
models for electrons and ions, as a first stage to understand the effects of electron cooling and ion thermal
energy on the expansion.
Electron cooling, while elusive to detection in some experiments, is expected to occur in the MN farregion as the plasma continues to expand, leading to an asymptotic value of the electric potential, absent in
isothermal models. Further work must identify the exact mechanisms that enable a magnetized, collisionless
electron population to cool down, and assess the heat fluxes along the magnetic field. Observe that the
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complexity of the thermodynamic behavior of electrons and ions in MN-based devices will demand advanced
models, taking into account kinetic considerations. A proper cooling model will also address the nonisotropization of the species downstream, and allow for inclusion of collisions with the jet plasma and with
the ambient plasma. The polytropic model described here, while unable to reproduce these phenomena, can
be regarded as a simplified tool to study the consequences of an ‘effective’ cooling, once that γe is known or
estimated by other means. Extension to spatially varying γe is straightforward.
In regard to ions, inclusion of their thermal energy in the model allows to investigate the combined
gasdynamic and ambipolar acceleration mechanisms. Again, the ability to include non-isotropic populations
is deemed an important aspect, which will be object of future work. A detailed model of the kinetic evolution
of the ion species is particularly relevant to high-ion-energy devices such as the VASIMR, where the inverse
magnetic mirror effect on ions is one of the dominant acceleration mechanisms. The existence of dominant
ion thermal energy raises questions on the structure of the electric field and the radial balance of the plasma
at the MN throat. These aspects are intimately linked to the plasma generation conditions in the upstream
source, and therefore further study of these conditions in different plasma thrusters is also required.
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